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pnor to operation; and it is only in a very few indeed that
there would be danger of returning disorganised gut.
-"Again, if this mode of operation is not intended to

apply to cases in which the stricture exists in the neck of
thle sac, its sphere of action is very limited; and so far
from becoming a method of general adoption, it will be
found to apply, according to Dupuytren, to merely one
case in nine in inguiinal, although in femoral hernia its
application is more extensive."+
But the fact that the sphere of action may be limited is

not an argument why the benefit derivable from it should
not be availed of in that sphere, however small it may be:
because we cannot have the whole good, are we to refuse a
part of it ?

Mr. Hancock admits, that his objections to Key's or
Petit's operation apply to a certain extent to the employ-
ment of the taxis; but he adds: " There is this distinction
betweeni the taxis and the operation, that in the case of
the former, should the symptoms recur or continue, we feel
that we have merely employed a preliminary proceeding,
and therefore can at once proceed to operation, and ascer-
tain the cause of mischief. We have here performed only
one operation, and the p)atient sustains the shock and
dread of mnerely one operation; but the case is widely dif-
ferent where we have already operated, an(d the symptoms
still persist. We are lcd to imagine that we have done all
that the case admits of-that the persistent symptoius de-
pend upon the injury sustained by the gut. We treat the
patient accordingly; much valuable, and under the circum-
stances most invaluable, time is lost; and should we at
length make up our minds that something more should be
tried, we are obliged to recommend a second operation to
our unfortunate patient, with the humiliating feeling,
through our selecting the wrong mode of proceeding in the
first instance, we have increased his sufferings, whilst we
have materially diminished his chances of recovery." Thus
arguirn, MIr. Ihaincock leaves open the question, whether, in
a considerable number of cases, Petit's is less daingerous
than the ordinary operation for strangurulated hernia, and he
objects to the former because it may sometimes fail. But
the fact of a comparatively slight operation not being suffi-
cieut in all cases, but possibly requiring ulterior proceed-
ings of a more serious nature, is per se no reason why the
patient should not have the benefit of the milder method.
Very different from Mr. Hancock's were -Mr. Liston's reflec-
tions in this point.t " The attempt (to perform Petit's
operation) can do lno harm; it causes little or no delay;
and if it is nlot successful, the sac after all is opened,
and the operation completed. If it does prove successful,
the surgeon's mind is relieved of an uncommon load of
anxiety."

Mr. Ilancock's criticism on the statistics of the two oper-
ations furniished in Mr. Gay's work ont femoral hernia has
tended in some degree to lessen its apparent weight, as
evidence of the superiority of Petit's over the ordinary
method ; for he has shewn, that ill fifteen unsuccessful
cases in which the sac was opened, death occurred from
circumstances, the fatal nature of which wou4ld not have
been av'oided by leaving the sac intact ; still, MNlr. Hancock-
feels bounid to acknowledge that MIr. Luke has been most
successful, and that his statistics are in favour of Petit's
operation. Now, Mr. Luke's statistics are undoubtedly
those which claim the most respect; for their number is
far more considerable than that supplied by anv other
surgeon; equally unparalleled is the precision with which
thcy are given.
As yet, however, statistics are very far froin being

sufficiently numerous for the decision of the question. And(
here I feel the necessity of observing, that in the numerous
discussions to which the more modern operation for hernia
has given rise, many have lost sight of the really important
question at issue. The point to be determined is nlot which
of the two operations deserves absolute preference, the extra-
or the intra-peritoneal; but whether the great mortality

Op. cit, p. 41. + Practical Surgery, p. 5;58.

of the opertion for strngulated hernia admits of diminu-
tion b,y adopting one or the other method, acording to the
indications in particular cases. If, as a rule, it be unphi.
losophical and practically mischievous for a surgeon to be
wedded to any particular mode of procedure in all cases
requiring a given operation, it certainly is not in hernia,
the varieties of which are without number, and may pre-
sumedly be benefited by adapting the means of cure to
the speciality of the case.
The experience of the great majority who have tried

Petit's operation almost amounts-and this more from the
manner in which it has been attained than from its extent,
though this be vast-to demonstrative proof that by its per-
formance in appropriate cases the fatality of strangulated
hernia will be greatly lessened; and it is certainly quite
sufficient not only to encourage, but to demand further
investigation, in order that we may arrive at a correct
knowledge of the cases in which one or the other operation
is peculiarly applicable.

I'slazzo Corsi, Florence. Nov. btli, I53.

REMIARKS ON THE EMUPLOYMENT OF THE
WATERS OF KREUZ'NACH.

By E. H. SIEVEKTNG, M.)., F.R.C.P., Assistant Physician to
St. Mary's Hospital, etc.

RIlead beforc the Ifarreian Socict, QoC. 17-th, 18583.1
TimE German lookls upon his mineral springs as the foun-
tains of health, and considers an annual trip to Carlsbad,
Marienbad, Wiesbaden, or one of the numberless watering-
places of fatherland, of as great and essential importance to
the enjoyment or preservation of life, as John Bull regards
his three week-s' autumnal visit to Margate, Britghton, or
Ryde. It is one of the many traits that preserve the
general resemblance of the two grcat branches of the Anglo-
Saxon tree on this side of the Atlantic; and it is evident
from the description of Saratoga und other wvaterinig-places.
by N. 1'. Willis and kindred spirits, that the cousinhood of
North America are fully alive to the value of these tempo-
rary migrations. They do not belie their relationship even
in this particular. We do not see that the French, or the
Italians, or the Spaniards, quit their homies annually, as a
matter of course, to obtain a renewal of health. They are
more gqle1e adlscripti, and are satisfied with that share
of mental and bodily vigour which their permanlent place
of residence can afford. We need not grudge them this
passive contentment. WVe claim as our birthright the de-
sire for improvement, the onward-striving which pursues
higher and better objects, whether in moral, in, sanitary,
or in political relations; and we thiiik it a privilege
legitimately to follow out everywhere the great laws of na-
ture, b)y which we are told to advance not only as logs on
the tide of civilisation, but as bold and imanly swimmers,
cleaving the waves by the might of a good arm upheld by
a living faith. WVe seek health as one of the great boons of
Providence; we seek it, not in frivolous excitemenit, but in
that intercourse with nature aIId her most lovely or her
grandest worlks, wvhich, above all other restoratives, gives
balm and solace to the sufferer.

Geographical position and opportunity have in this, as in
many other points, determined the selections whliich the
German and the English each make. Their mode of living
and their character undoubtedly render a different regimenniecessarv in discasc; anil henice it is not to be wondered at
that they e.Lch show a preferenee for a peculiar kind of
medication. The viciinity of the bracing atmosphere and
water offlered by the sea-coast in ev-ery part of England, our
love for maritinie scenery, for shipping and aquatic sports,
tempt the Englishman mnore, anid seem more congenrial to
his beef-eating constitution, than the sulphureous springs
of Ilarrowgate, and the auitirheuinatic thermne of Bath. He
inclines to regard the latter agencies on a par with the
boullout of French cookery, or the ptisane of the Gallican
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1060 ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. Dzc. 2,

pAarmacien, good in their way, but decidedly unsuited to
his cayennised palate. The German, on the other hand,
knows nothing of the sea or of shipping; he cannot appre-
ciate the majesty of a storm; nor, all musical though his
taste, does he discern the music in its roar. lIe prefers the
mountain forest, with its rivulet and cascade; the broad
lime-tree walks. and the wood resounding with the note of
the nightingale': he likes his beef boilcd to strings,and he pre-
fers his physic well diluted with water, in the shape of a
mineral briunnen, which he drinks by the quart, under the
close superintendence of His Royal and Imperial, Royal,
Ducal, or Countly Upper Medical Bath-Counsellorship, the
portly Physician and Comptroller-General of Blank-Blank.
The good effects and decidedly medicinal character of

many of the mineral springs of Germany are undeniable.
Much may be ascribed, anid is justly due, in the curative
influence they exert, to the change of scene, and absence of
the cares of work-day life; but many of the waters are

exported; and the volcanic cuisine in which they have
been prepared, mysterious as it may be, enables them to pro-
duce palpable effects unider circumstances which forbid those
efects from being ascribed to anything but the dose ex-

hibited. The chemnist cannot account for these facts; for
doses of the constituents obtained froum the druggist, that
would produce no results, when exhibited in the combina-
tion offered by nature's cookery, often are followed by very
marked and indisputable effects. To take a single instance;
Pullna water,a favourite and mild purgative, contains as its
main constituent sulphate of soda. The dose sufficient to
producc a decided effect with aii adult is a couple of ounces;
these contain altogether but about ten grains of sulphate
of soda anid magnesia, besides minute qjuantities of other
salts. It follows, that the mode of combination is a point
of great importance to determine the efficacy of a remedial
agent; and it may serve as a therapeutic hirnt, that the pre-
vailing desire to simplify our remedies, and to reduce ouir
prescriptions to a single drug, is one not based upon the
example shown is l)y nature herself. MIoreover, it may
teach us respect for the wisdom of our ancestors, who, in
many respects, uniderstood the art of compounding medi-
cines much better than we do, though they may have been
ignorant of the atomic theory, and the laws of chemical
combinations.

Since the introduction of steam vessels, and the publica-
tion of Sir Francis Ihead's amusing volume on the Brun-
nens of .assmau, Englishmen are as familiar with most
of the wateringr-places that lie in the route from London to
Frankfort, as the Germnans themselves. Fortunately, how-
ever, for the latter, the London season detains its victims
until long after the great majority of invalids have gone
through their prescribed course; so that they are not initer-
rupted by the sons of Albion. We therefore rarely see the
waters in full operation, or enter into the reality of a Ger-
man watering-place, with all its minutia of drinking arid
ablution, of diet and regimen; with its gipsy parties aind
musical reunions, its welcomings and leave-takings. Our
acquaintance is conse(luently but of a superficial character,
and is likely to continue so, unless the medical profession
of this country nmake balneology a subject of study, anid
thus allow it that scientific importance which it legiti-
mately demands.

Recently, attention has been directed to a watering-place
which belongs to the range of the Rhine excursionists, arid
which promises to become a place of much resort with our
countrymen, on account of the powerful efficacy of its
waters-the Springs of Kreuznach.
Kreuznach is a small town in Rhenish Prussia, situated

in the valley of the Nahe, a tributary of the Rhine, which
receives it at the well known site of Bingen and Bishop
Hatto's far famed Tower. A drive of an hour and a half along
vineyards and cornfields, skirting the adjacent hills and the
river, conveys the traveller from Bingen to the springs.
These are of very ancient repute, on account of their yield-
ing a large produce of chloride of sodium, which is obtained
from them by the ordinary process of evaporation; this
leaves behind it a residue known as bittern or mother ley.

Both the water in its native state and the reiduar matter
are employed for medicinal purposes; but it is only the
former which is used both for external and internal ad-
ministration; the latter is almost exclusively employed,
diluted, as an external remedy. There are several springs,
which vary somewhat in composition and temperature;
they all possess a temperature peculiar to themselves, and
demonstrating the volcanic character of the soil; and all
contain chloride of sodium as the main constituent, with
other chlorides and compounds of iodine and bromine.*
The spring known as the Elisabeth Quelle is the most in

request for medicinal purposes, as the most powerful. Its
temperature is 5o° Fahr. throughout the year; the fresh
drawn water is perfectly clear and transparent, with a
slightly yellowish tinge, and of a salt, bitterish taste; a few
bubbles of carbonic acid gas are visible; the water soon be-
comes dull; numerous small brownish flocculi form and are
precipitated, and do not disappear for several days, until
the precipitate is completed. The analysis of this water
by Bauer, as given in Professor Osann's great balneological
work, shows sixteen ounces of the water to contain above
ninety grains of mineral constituents, distributed in the
following manner:-

Chloride of sodium - - 72.902
Chiloride of poLassium - - 0.971
Chiloriide of litiui - - 0.075
Chloride of calcium - - 13.276
Clhloridle of nmagDesium - 0.251
Bromiide of soidiumn - - 0.307
Iodide of sodliuim - - 0.0)(3
Carbonate of mnanesia 1.351
Carbonate of strontia - - 0.6M3
Carbonate of baryta - - (.299
Carboniate of iron - - 0.109
Carbonate of manganese - 0.0(n
A,lumiina - - - 1).021
Silica - - - 0.313

90.086
The speeific gravity of the water is 1,004.
The process by which the chloride of sodium is extracted

from the water necessarily alters the relation of the consti-
tuents found in the bittern; while it removes almost all the
chloride of sodium, it leaves those elements to which the
peculiar effects of the Kreuznach waters are particularly
ascribed in a much more concentrated form. This bittern
or mother ley is the semifluid residue found in the evapo-
rating pans; it presents a brownish yellow colour; it is
translucent and clear,and has a soft soapy feel; its sp. grav.is
1,307 to l,314. Itsmells like inarinealgw,audhas an intensely
pungent and acrid taste, which is not effaced from the lips
and tongue for some time after it has been applied. It is
very deliquescent-a property which renders its transporta-
tation in anything but china or glass vessels impossible,
as it gradually oozes and makes its way through all porous
materials, and through the strongest casks and earthenware
jars. It is rarely employed in the concentrated form, but
mainly as an adjunct in ordinary water baths, or with the
water of other mineral springs. Of late, the bittern has
been still further evaporated to dryness, in which state it
forms an amorphous light brown mass, of which I present
a specimen to the society. Its taste and properties are the
same as those of the mother ley, but it offers the advantage
of being iuuch more portable. The following is an analysis
of the mother ley by Osann. He found sixteen ounces to
contain 2625. v72 grains, or about one-third of solid matter,
distributed in the following manner:-

Chloride of calcium - - . 15770.71
Bromide of calcium - - 388.742
Bromidie of potassixm - - . 92.82
Chloride of magnesium - - 38.41
Bromide of sodium - - . 154.10
Chloride of sotium * - 60.34
Chloride of potssium - - - 17.30

* To those interested in the topographical and medical history of the
G-erman watering-places, we can recommend the Lectures on the Mineral
Waters of Kreuznach, by Dr. Sutro, ad published by Parlter in 1851, as con-

taining a large amount of information.
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1658. ORGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 1061

Alumina and suboxide of iron - - 3m.u
Crenic and apocrenic acil, and two pe-

culiar resinous matters, with traces of
iodine - 216.16

Water of crystallisation and loss 44.50

01265.72
The quantitative analysis of the mother ley varies in

almost every examination that is made, owing to the acci-
dental variations of condensation, and fortuitous changes
produced by the process of extracting the common salt; but
all agree in showing the presence of a large proportion of
bromide of calcium. An analysis given Iby Dr. Prieger, in
a work entitled The fineral IV'aters of Kreuznaeh, published
by Mr. Churchill in 1846, exhibits a considerable difference
in the relation of the constituents; it is as follows:

Bronmide of calcium - - 21.12
Chloride of valeiunm - -i.')
Bromniide of magnesium - 0.48
Iodide of magnesium - 0.18
Chloride of potassium - - 0.81)
Chloride of sotliuxu - - 1.28
WVater and loss - - - a.

Total . - - 100A.O
Mr. Blyth, the dispenser of St. Mary's Hospital, has had

the kindness to make a qualitative analysis of the bittern
exhibited, and confirms the fact of its containing bromine.
He has also found chlorides of calcium, sodium, and mag-
nesium, but no potassium, and a trace of iron. His tests
do not demonstrate the presencein thisspecimen of any iodine;
but we have shown that the absence from our specimen of
bittern does not necessarily prove the absence of iodine
from the water, or from other bittern. I exhibit, by AMr.
Blyth's aid, the test for bromine and iodine made by MIr.
Henry's beautiful process, in the following manner:-10X)
grains of the bittern are dissolved in distilled water, and
precipitated with a sligrht excess of acid nitrate of silver;
the precipitate is then well washed, and carefully collected;
it is then mixed with metallic zinc and sulphuric acid-
both pure-taking care to have a good excess of zinc.
When the effervescence has ceased, the salt of silver is de-
composed, and the filtered liquor will contain sulphate,
chloride, iodide, and bromide of zinc, if these elements be
present. It is then evaporated to a small volume, and in-
troduced into a narrow bottle; a cold solution of starch and
some ether is added, and then some freshly prepared chlorine
water is dropped in carefully; the whole is shaken together,
and allowed to stand; if iodine is present, it will be pre-
cipitated as iodide of starch, while the bromine will be
taken up by the ether, and will float at the top. In the bottle
before you, you observe the brown ethereal solution at the
upper part, indicating the presence of bromine; while the
starch at the bottom retains its translucent whiteness, no
iodine being present.

After the foregoing statement of the chemical nature of
the Kreuznach waters, and of the residuary bittern, we
shall be preparCd to examine the medicinal effects; and it
will be justly inferred that its action is allied to that of
Sea-water. KreuzIIach has indeed the reputation in Ger-
many of being Kar' I.Xo the antiscrofulous spring. it is
a powerful tonic aInd stimulant of the lymphatic system,
and is peculiarly beneficial in torpid states of the constitu-
tion, and diseases based upon such a foundation. Scrofula,
in all its forms of early or adult life, with the secondary
maladies that spring from that prolific source, finds an an-
tagonist of undoubted power in the Krcuznach waters.
The chlorides and iodides are the very remedies which, in
other combinations, we are in the daily habit of prescribing.
We here find an additional antiscrofulous agent, the bro-
mide of sodium and potassium, which manifestly increases
the therapeutic effect of the other constituents. Accord-
ingly, the nosological list-the bill of fare of the Kreuznach
physician-which is found most readily to yield to the ad-
ministration of Kreuznach water or bittern, compnses scro-
fula and tuberculosis in every variety, manifest or latent, as
swellings of the external glands; diseases of the eyelids

and eyes, or the external meatus; roflWous and atonic
affections of the mucous membranes of the respiratory, ali-
mentary, or urogenital tracts;, hence also leucorrha, and
Tarious forms of uterine affections connected with malnu-
tion. are diseases well adapted for the application of this
remedy, generally or locally. Chronic swellings of the
bones, caries, tumor albus, are not only benefited by the
waters, but yield more rapidly than to the ordinary mode
of treatment. The Kreuznach waters have been also
found very beneficial in scrofulous cutaneous eruptions,
and in atonic states of the kidneys and bladder. The list
of diseases is long; but it is rendered so rather by the
refinement of science, than by that natural pathology which
teaches us that there is essentially but little difference be-
tween these affections, beyond the accidental localisation of
the same depraved tendency. Hence let no one say that
we laud these mineral waters as a specific or a panacea:
they are antiscrofulous remedies with which we are familiar,
but in a guise under which they have not been hitherto
known to us. We may, however, not unreasonably extend
the application of the Kreuznach waters to numerous affec-
tions not necessarily allied to the scrofulous constitution;
the influence of warmth applied to the entire surface in the
shape of a medicated warnm bath, of warnm vapour inhaled
in breathing, of enemata, or of the vaginal douche, is curative
or restorative in a variety of ailments, especially when com-
bined, as it will be at a place devoted to the search of health,
with appropriate regimen and diet.
The value of iodine compounds given internally, or ap-

plied to the surface; the remedial power of warm baths,
especially when containing chloride of sodium, has been
demonstrated in numerous diseases characterised by, or in-
ducing, degenerations of the tissues. We all know their
efficacy in chronic rheumatism and its sequelt, in secondary
syphilitic affections, in atonic gout, and letLd or mercurial
poisoning. Their action is manifestly by stimulating the
capillary circulation of the cutaneous surface, or of the
kidneys; or, as Mr. Melsens has shewn in reference to lead
poisoning, by a direct eliminative effect upon the noxious
element. The morbid states alluded to, and their multiform
complications, therefore come legitimately under the in-
fluence of the Kreuznach waters; and the progressive re-
putation they have enjoyed since Professor Liebig first
shewed them to contain bromine, is fully borne out by the
experience of ordinary therapeutics. It is not my object at
present to enter into minute detail with regard to the me-
dicinal powers of the waters in the proteain forms of disease
alluded to, but I may be allowed to direct attention to the
remedial efficacy of the Kreuznach waters, in a species of
malady in which hitherto the ordinary drugs at our disposal
have failed to achieve a cure: it is the more a pleasant
duty, as in recommending the Kreuznach waters for this
special purpose, we do so on good evidence, based upon a
priori grounds, which our knowledge of their chemical con-
stitution affords, and upon the results of the practical ex-
perience of an eminent physician, Dr. Prieger, jun.* More-
over, the maladies to which we allude extensively affect
those orders of society which would possess the meanis of
visiting a foreign watering place; and, while conferring a
boon on such sufferers of the higher classes, we may hope
to induce some of our colleagues to employ remedies similar
in constitution to the Kreuznach bittern, and thus to deter-
mine whether or not, by following the example shewn us by
nature, we may spread the advantages that must otherwise
accrue to but a very limited number among a more extended
sphere. I may remark parenthetically, that the concen-
trated bittern itself has recently been imported by the Ger-
man chemists iHilgenberg and Schacht of Houndsditch.
They find it most convenient to keep it in solution; but it
is probable that by means of a suitable arrangement, and by
the employment of well stoppered glass bottles, the dry salts
might become more generally accessible, as the bulk
of the solution renders its transport difficult and

* Ueber Hypertropbie und die hlurten Geschwiilste des Uterus und selner
Anhange, so wie den Einflus des Kreuznacher Wassers auf dieselben. Von
Dr. Oscar Prieger; 1853.
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1082 ORIGINAL OOMMUNICATIONS. Dzc. 2,

costly. I am also informed that Messrs. Taylor of Vere
Street have taken steps to procure a supply of the
bittern.
To return: the affections to which I have alluded as

not having, hitherto been amenable to treatment, are fibroid
tumours of the uterus and ovaries, and other hypertrophic
conditions of thoseorgans. It appears fronm the cases recorded
by Dr. Prieger, jun., in an interesting pamiphlet recently
published, that under the use of the lireuzuach waters they
may be softened, retluced, and even entirely dispersed.
There is nothing in the structure of the tumours which
ren(lers such a result improbable. Until they have become
very large, they are freely traversed by blood-vessels, the
agents of all advancing or retrograde inietamorphoses; aid
as long as the organic connexion between the inorbid
growth and its matrix is frecel kept up, we m-1ay reasonably
hope that our dynamical remedies may exert an elimiiinating
effect, provided we catn hit uponi an agent likely to stimnu-
late the system in a niaiiner lrolortiolnate to the existing
disease. Any one who will take the trouble to go to the
museum of St. Gceorge's IHosp)ital, ainit examine sonic in-
jected speciimens of uterine fibroid tuimiouirs, will find that
they may be plentifully supplie(l wvith blood-vessels. The
more extensive tlheir growth, the miiore they seem to be
placed beyond the pale of the organisation; and they gra-
dually become, like foreign bodies, a source of mechanical
irritation, or Imassive obstacles to the organic funictions:
they theni necessarily cease altogether to react uLpon interiial
remedies. But I holdl that the struieture of these fibroid
tumours is a further explanation of the comparative falcility
with which they yield to the resolvent action of the Krcuz-
nach waters. They are, as I have attenipted to show else-
where, essentially atlihypertrophic con(lition of the true
uterinie tissue, ditfering fromii it by that metabolic power
which gives a niorbid iulp lse, but identical with it in those
points which the microscope and(I chemical reagents reveal.
I the more conifidently put forward this view, as I find
it corroborate(d by a recent writer in the Reports of the
Pathological Society for 1s52-3. Dr. Bristowe there de-
monstrates ili a imost satisfactory mianner, that the so-called
fibrous tumour is absolutely identical in point of structure
with the walls of the utcrus, wlhether examined in the unl-
impregnatel or impregnated conidition.
The evidence whiell Dr. Prieger, jun. brin-s forward iu

proof of these tumours being amenable to treatment by the
Kreuznich waters, is of a character to deniand our serious
attention. Those wvho will studly his paper, will bc con-
strained to conclude that he thoroug-lhly understands his
subject, amii that lie is not led, away by that species of en-
thusiasni which frcquently promlpts the administrators of
favourite reimiedies to regard thiem as agents of an uniiversal
etficacy. Ilis dliagnosis is cautious and well founided; and
he gives us accurate statistical details of his experienee.
The results of the alpl)lication of the Kreuzinach waters

in eighty-six cases of hyp-ertropliie states anid fibroid tul-
mours of the uterus and its appentdages, which halve been
under hlis care, are as follows:

Thirty-oie were CIetirely cutred; of thiese, two were hyper-
trophy of the entire uterus; -sixtcei, partial hypcrtrophies
of the uterus; six, filroid tulmnouLr.s of the uterus; anil sevein,
tumours of the ovaries. It each case, Ino trace of the dis-
ease remained at the conclusion of the treatment.

Twenty- nine were partial recoveries; the troublesome
symnptoms having been removel or ameliorated, and the
swellingv or ttuniour lhavinglbeen niuch reducel. Of these,
three were bypertroplhy of the centire uterus; four, partial
hypertroldhy of that organ; ninc, fibroid tumours of the
uterus; live, fibroid. tiiiuours of the ligaments; six, ovarian
tumouirs; and two, ovarian tuniiours complicated with hy-
pertrophy of the uterus.

Nincteen cases were benefited so far that the continued
growth of the mnorbid formiations was arrcsted, without any
or blut a trifling reductioni in size. Of these, two were hy-
pertropliic states of the uteruts; eight, fibroid tumours of
the utteruis; four, fibroid growths of the uterus; and five,
ovarian tumours.

Seven cases presented no change whatever either in the
size of the tumours, or in regard to the morbid symptoms.
The method pursued and the duration of treatment by

the Kreuznach waters necessarily varies according to the
duration and extent of the disease, and according to the
constitution of the individual. One remarkable and well
authenticated fact regarding its influence upon the or-
ganism, is the continuance of the peculiar action it has set
up, long, after that action has been initiated, and the re-
medy has been discontinued. Dr. Prieger has repeatedly
observed that after the conclusion of the course in August
or Septemnber, the progressive diminution of the local affec-
tion continues until the following spring. Thus in a lady
who had emp)loyed the baths for eight weeks, on account of
an ovarian tumour, previous to the 1st September 1851, Dr.
Pricger was unable to perceive a notable diminution of the
tumlour when she (juitted Kreuznach, nor could her owvn
nedlical attetdanlt in the following January detect a marked
change; still, a few moniths later, the tumour was fouind to
b)c umuch reduced, and she had made use of iio remedies in
the interval but ani occasional local application of the
Kreuznach water.
We have alluded to the different modes in which the

Krcuznach waters are exhibited. A few more detailed re-
marks oni the siubject may be acceptable. When adminis-
tered by the mouth, the water may be taken by itself, or
combined with milk, whey, or other mineral waters, and
either warm or cold; the quantity, varies from one to six
beakers, or from a few ounces to two and more pints; it is
taken in the niorning at short intervals, and moderaite ex-
ercise is enjoined during the potations. The baths are
comtmonly emploved tepid at a temperature of about 9Q0 F.;
a-t the colimencnemenlt of the course the patient is ordered
the use of the wlater only, while its power is subsequently
and progressively increased by the addition of more or less
of the bittern. l)r. Prie,gcr* informs us that it is usual to
conicince with one quart, or about 4 lbs. of the latter for
l)aths for adults, w*hile a less quantity, proportioned to the
age of the individuatl, is used for children. If the inspis-
satedl bittern be employed, we should use from one to two
pounds for the bath of an adult. The increase in the quan-
tity of bittern in the baths must lie gradual; and in the same
way, after the climax has beens reached, it is progressively
dimini.sihed; "for the whole object," to use Dr. Prieger's
wor(ls, " of this management would be destroyed by a too
quick reduction of the effective power, and before the ac-
customed irritation of the skiin" (a species of critical erup-
tion) " had subsided." The bath is rarely used more than
once a day, or for more than from five to twenty minutes at
a time; its action is accelerated by friction of the affected
harts, or of the whole body. Rest is enjoined after the use
of the bath in very delicate individuals, while gentle exer-
cise is recomumendted to those of a corpulent or more robust
habit. The topical applications vary equally in strenigth
anti duration according, to the constitution of the individual
patient; an(d wheni applied as grargles, as enemata, or as va-
ginal injectioins, we miust niecessarily uise some judgment in
regulating, the siiinutiw of temperature, concentration, and
freqiuency of exhibition.

M1y own personal experience of the advantages derivable
from the waters of Kreuznach bas hitherto been so limited,
that I should not have brought the subject under no-
tice, if I had not been provided with more extensive evi-
dence than my practice has supplied. So far, however, as
it goes, it confirmiis the statemients of the authors quoted.
In our case of a gentlemian in whom an atoinic condition of
the genito-urinary system, accompanied by azoturia, had
been brought on by indiscrimiuate medication for gonor-
rhoea, and where steel, qjuinine, and similar remedies, had
failed to prodluce a cure, a course of the Kreuznach waters,
followed at iav suggestion, effectually removed all morbid
symptoms. In another instance, a young lady, whom I saw
in consultation with Mr. Toulmin of Clapton, and wsho had
been suffering from a long standing chronic tumefaction of

* The linerml Waters of Kreuznach, etc., p. 21. By Dr. Irieger.
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the condyles of the femur, was restored to perfect health by
a sx weeks' visit to Kreuznach, and a carful attention to
the rules laid down by Dr. Prieger, junior. I have recently
had occasion to recommend the use of the Kreuznach bittern
in the case of a young lady in whom the ordinary exhibition
of iodides externally and internally failed to remove a very
sluggish glandular tumour of the neck. Its brief employ-
ment, however, and the subsequent removal to the sea side,
does not enable me to quote the case as one of cure. 1
mention these cases rather with a view to proving that my
remarks proceed from a conviction of the extreme value of
the Krcuzaach waters and the bittern, than for the purpose
of strengthening the arguments of meni of larger experience.
It appears that the bittern has been employed somewhat
extensively at an infiimary for scrofulous children, erected
by Mr. Sidney Herbert in Wilton, Hants. If so, it would
be desirable that the results of its effects should be made
known to the profession, as we might thus be enabled to
form a more conclusive estimate of its remedial powers
apart from the effect produced by the change of scene and
air when patients visit Kreuznach itself. If members
of the Hlarveian Society should have acquired any experience
on the employmient of this remedial ageut, I should be
happy to find( that these cursory obser%-atiolns succeed in
eliciting their views on a subject whieh I have ventured to
introduce to their notice perhaps with less completeness than
it demiiands, buit with an earnest conviction of its importance
in a scientific an(d directly practical point of view.

3, Iieitiuek .Street, Manchester Squnre, Nov. 18th, LS;3.

ON THE VALUE OF NITROUS ACID IN THE
TRIEATMIIENT OF CHOLER.A AND

CHOLERAIC DIARRH(EA.
By R. H. WHITEMAN., Esq.

Now that cholera has again invaded us, and members of
the profession are everywhere considerinig the best tactics
to be adopted to successfuliy grapple with the disease, it is
impossible to value too highly any therapeutic m-easure
that can be proved in the least dlegree serviceable in arrest-
ing the mnore formidable symptoims. In the valuable and
interesting paper by Dr. Cormaelk, lately read before the
Medical Society of London, and subsetluently published in
the AssocIAT[ON JOURNAL, there occurs the fbllowing re-
mark:-" Mr. Whiteman, of Putnev, informs mc he finds
nitrous acid so prompt and so satisfitetory a remedy in
epidemic diarrhna, that he trusts to it in preference to anyother me(licinie." The following ol)servations are intended
to convey a somuewvhat maore detailed accounlt of imiy expe-rience of a medicine, whicll I have now exhibited with the
greatest possible success to many hundreds of persons, suf-
fering under all stages ol the choleroid disease.

The way in which I became possessedt of my kniowledge
of the relliedy in question, is soon told. Upwards of twenty
years .ago, at the outbreak of cholera in 183.2', my opinion
was asked concerning the probable efficacy of an ori:linal
prescription, which bore the signature of MAr. Thlomas h1ope,at that periodl a medical officer on board His Majesty's Shii)canw(a. I was then in iny inovitiate, alnd thinking the
chief ingredient in the formula a somiewhat extraordinary
remedy for a discase which I had been taught to regard as
one frequentlv produced by an excess of aciid in the priwn(wvi(?, I at olnce l)ronouneced against it; buit was, from the
strong representations of its value, and notwithstanding myi
prejudice, inlduced to copy the prescription. Shortly after,
a very severe and stubborn case of diarrhaca happening tofall under my care, I determined to give the remedy I had
noted a trial. The result of its administration to my sink-
ing patient was strikingly favourable-so favourable indeed
as to iinduce mue ever alter to rely upon it for the arrest ofthe earlier symptoms of the epidemic, to the exclusion of
almost every other medicine.

I may here observe, that both the formula of Mr. Hope,

and the directions with which it was acomp , ae
identically the same as those at pront used by mys.1i
and of which I shall have occasion to speak more in detail
in the course of this paper.

by own experience of nitrous acid, which, as I have shown,
is by no means a remedy of yesterday, fully bears out the
character given it by its originator; viz., that when exhi-
bited before the stage of collapse has completely set in, it
has seldom or ever failed to check the progress of the
disease; and that even when collapse has existed for some
time, reaction has been established through its agency in a
large number of cases, in which it has been administered
along with the external application of warmth, and other
auxiliaries.

In the summer and autumn of 1849, apart from the cases
which occurred in my private practice, I returned to the
Board of Guardians, as medical officer of the district, as
many as 544 patients who had suffered more or less from
the then prevailing epidemic. Sly belief is, that none of
the cases so returned were other than fully developed cho-
lera-cholera in its incipient stage, or diarrhwa of a de-
cided choleraic character; for I quite agree with Dr. Cor-
mack in thinking that, during the height of the epidemic,
the choleraic type, is impressed upon most diseases, cer-
tainly upon all those in which diarrhwaa is more or less an
urgeut symptom.

In quite 350 cases of the 5')44 returned in the Union
books, nitrous acid was prescribed. A great many slight
cases amiongst the poor and others were administered to at
the temporary Dispensa<ry, of which no account was kept;
but out of this large number of persons, I had the singular
good fortune to lose but eleren, or about one in fift.y of those
attacked.

ihad it not been for the assistant, granted me by the
Board of Guardians, coming to mc with a most decided
predilection for the calomel treatment, I believe that many
more patients than I have named above would have been
placed under the influence of my cherished remedy. De-
siring, however, an opportunity of judgintg of the compara-
tive merits of the several popular inodes of treatment that
were theni being employed, I madle no objection to a few
cases being fairly subimitted to the medicine so warmly
advocated by Dr. Ayre; but I cannot say that the general
result was at all satisfactory to my mind. The prolonged
convalescence of the very few who, in mly hands, rallied
unider, or rather got better after the calomel treatment, cer-
tainly afforded no encouragement for its adoption in pre-
ference to the stimulating, saline, or any other of the many
plans then in use.

In the lpresent state of our knowledge of the disease, I
hiave ever held it to be of the first importance to commence
the treatment, if possible, before the premonitory stage has
given place to the more fatal and dangerous symptoms.
If, then, there belonged to nitrous acid but the one pro-
perty of arresting in thc most prompt mainner the discharge
from the bowels in that stage, I should not be easily per-
suaded to abandon the remedy for any of those in common
use. The acid appears to me to possess, besides its astrin-
gent power, the properties of a stimulant in a remarkable
degree; anid it is a question whether, in, addition to the
peculiar action which I know it has of quietinig the stomach,
antl of putting a stop to the violent retching, it does not
also exert somne inifluence oin the l)alsied pneumlogastric
nerves in collapse, and by that influenec tencd iu many
cases to givc the first imnpulse to reaction. I have recorded
in my niote-book a recent case of choleraic diarrhaea, in
which the stage of collapse had set in soien time before I
was called upon to see the patient, but in which the admi-
nistrationi of but two or three doses of the nitrous acid
mixture proved sufficient to restore the natural warmth
to the surface. Did space )ernmit, I could transcribe from
my notes very many cases of this kind, all tending to show
in the clearest possible manniier that the acid has some
specific influence upon the system in causing an evolution
of internal heat.

Whether the action of the mineral acids upon the eco-
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